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International Relations Conference of YE 34

The International Relations Conference of YE 34, also called the Third International Relations Conference,
is a gathering of national leaders at Pisces Station in the centrally-located Albini System for the purpose
of creating treaties of peaceful coexistence and economic cooperation. It continues in the tradition of the
International Relations Conference of YE 30.

    

Nations Invited

The conference is hosted by the Yamatai Star Empire, who invited:

Abwehran Star Empire
Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Freespacers
Iromakuanhe Astral Commonwealth
Lorath Matriarchy
Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Nougpift (Did not attend)

Results

Session 1, which covered the NMX war, was not fruitful. It ended without any alliances being made
to combat the NMX.
Session 2, which covered trade, resulted in the Iromakuanhe Astral Commonwealth providing food
aid while Yamatai's agricultural infrastructure recovered. In the latter case, the Yamatai Star
Empire provided concessions in the form of a captured NMX starbase.
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During the conference, there was a incident in which Wazu was arrested by Shôshô Morioka Naoko
after being barred from the conference, with the intent being to turn him over to the Intelligence
and Pacification Group. This led to a standoff between her soldiers and a security sprite of Fifth
Fleet stationed on Pisces Station. Before she could be stood down, the Yamatai Security Agency
intervened. Wazu was conditionally released to the Intelligence and Pacification Group, who wanted
him for questioning. Star Army commander Ketsurui Yui became involved after hearing of his
custody, preventing him from leaving the station with the IPG.
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